The Cause & Nature of Tides
Gravitational forces & a tidal bulge
Newton's law of universal gravitation tells us that the strength of the gravitational force
between two bodies is a function of their masses and the distance between them. This law
also states that the direction of the gravitational attraction force is along the line joining the
two bodies.
The Earth and Moon are held together by gravitational attraction, which is balanced at the
common centre of gravity by an equal and opposite centrifugal force. Away from the centre of
gravity the strength of the gravitational force changes as the distance to the Moon varies.
The centrifugal force, however, remains constant everywhere on Earth. Therefore, except at
the centre of gravity, the gravitational and centrifugal forces are not the same and this
inequality creates a residual force. These three forces are depicted in the following diagram.

If the Earth were completely covered by a very deep ocean this residual force would act on
the water and produce two bulges, one on the side facing the Moon and one on the opposite
side of the Earth.
The following diagram shows the Earth and Moon as viewed from above the North Pole. An
observer under the water on the Earth at position 1 is beneath one of the water bulges and
would be experiencing a high tide. A quarter of a revolution later, at position 2 where the
original water level has been depressed, a low tide would be seen. The high tide, low tide
sequence repeats as the observer moves around through points 3 and 4.

The Earth-Sun system is also subject to similar gravitational and centrifugal forces but due to
the Sun's greater distance they have less than half the strength of the lunar-related forces.

As a consequence, the solar-related residual forces and resulting bulges are correspondingly
smaller.
What about the planets? Venus exerts the greatest gravitational pull on the Earth of all the
planets but, at just 0.0054% of the effect of the Moon, makes no real impression. Despite
being the largest planet, Jupiter's greater distance means that its influence is ten times
smaller than Venus. So the Moon and Sun are the only celestial bodies that have any
significant gravitational impact on the Earth.

More tidal bulges
The orbital motions of the Moon and Earth cause the directions to the Moon and Sun to
change over the course of a month and a year respectively. The tilt of the Earth's axis also
causes the directions of the Moon and Sun above and below the Earth's equatorial plane to
vary over half of their associated orbital periods. Furthermore, because their orbits are
elliptical, the distances to the Moon and Sun also vary throughout their respective month and
year long cycles.
The gravitational effect of each of these astronomical cycles can be defined and it is useful to
imagine every gravitational variation creating its own unique tidal bulge.
The period of each bulge is identical to that of the gravitational force that created it. These
periods therefore, by definition, do not vary and are the same everywhere on Earth. The size,
or amplitude, of these bulges is small - the largest having a height of just a few tenths of a
metre.

These tidal bulges are known as constituent tides.

Tidal bulges on the move
Since gravitational force acts in a direct line it follows that as the Moon and Sun move
relative to Earth, so each of the direction-related tidal bulges must turn to maintain
alignment with the appropriate body.
While the Earth rotates on its axis the Moon moves in the same direction around its orbit,
turning the lunar tidal bulge as it goes. The following diagram shows the Earth/Moon system
as viewed from above the North Pole. Initially an observer at position A sees the tidal bulge
pointed in the direction of the Moon. Twenty-four hours later the observer returns to point A,
but during the intervening day the Moon has moved along its orbit and rotated the tidal bulge
so the observer must wait until reaching point B before catching up with the lunar bulge
again.

The elapsed time to catch up to the tidal bulge that is directed towards the Moon is, on
average, 24hr 50min. The time between passes under each tidal bulge (successive high
waters) is, therefore, approximately 12hr 25 min. The actual interval can vary by up to 30
minutes.
The tidal bulge caused by and pointing in the direction of the Sun is encountered by the
rotating Earth after each complete revolution about its axis. Therefore, the interval between
successive high waters caused by the solar tide-generating force is 12 hours.
These lunar and solar tide cycles each last half a day and are known as semi-diurnal tides.
Since the lunar semi-diurnal tide is dominant over the solar tide, the time of the tide
generally advances by nearly one hour each day in accordance with the motion of the Moon.
The bulges revolve around the Earth once every 27.32 days in the case of the lunar tidal
bulge and 365.24 days for the Sun's tidal bulge.
Because the Earth is titled on its axis by approximately 23°, the Moon's orbital plane is
inclined to the Equator by the same angle. During each orbit the declination of the Moon
changes from 23° on one side of the plane of the Earth's equator to the other over a period
of 13.66 days. The lunar tidal bulge follows this motion so we have the situation shown in the
following diagram (please note - for convenience the Earth's axis is shown in the upright
position).
The observer at point A is under a tidal bulge and sees a high tide with height H1. Twelve
hours later the observer is at point B and, once again, sees another high tide, this one has
height H2. Now H2 is greater that H1 because the declination of the Moon has rotated the
tidal bulge. This difference between the heights of successive high tides is known as the
diurnal inequality. As the Moon approaches the plane of the Equator, H1 and H2 become
equal and the diurnal inequality disappears.

The tidal bulge due to the Sun is similarly affected by the Earth's tilt except that the solar
cycle lasts 6 months.
The Moon's declination also has a secondary oscillation that is a little more than 5°. This
additional motion changes very slowly and takes 18.61 years before being repeated.
We have now considered the motion of a number of direction-dependent tidal bulges.

Tidal bulges changing size
As the orbits of the Moon about the Earth and the Earth around the Sun are not circular, the
distance to each of these bodies varies. Since the strength of gravitational attraction is
determined, in part, by the distance between the objects, as the distances change so too
does the strength of the tide-raising forces.
The lunar distance changes during a period of 27.56 days, which is very close to, but not
exactly the same as, the Moon's orbital period. As a further complication, the point of the
lunar orbit that is closest to the Earth does not stay in the same place. Instead, it moves
slowly around the Moon's orbit, a journey that takes 8.85 years.
The distance related solar tide-generating force changes over a period of 365.26 days. As is
the case with the Moon and the Earth, the point where the Earth is closest to the Sun also
moves around the Earth's orbit, but this is very slow as it takes 20,930 years to complete the
circuit.

Combining tidal bulges
Let us now consider what happens when two tidal bulges interact with one another. Since the
period of each bulge is different, the rate of change that takes place as they interact will
depend on the difference between their periods. When the peaks of both bulges are aligned
the height of the resulting bulge will equal the sum of the heights of the individual bulges.
When the peak of one bulge is aligned with the trough of the other, then the heights will tend
to cancel one another. Bulges with similar amplitudes will have a far greater effect on one

another compared to the effect that a small bulge will have on a larger one. The two bulges
will create a new tidal bulge whose size (amplitude) and period are predetermined by the
original bulges.
The diagram below illustrates how two simple curves merge together to form a new more
complex curve.
The height of curve 1 at point A combines with the height of curve 2 at point B to produce a
greater height at point C on the combined curve.
The height of curve 1 at point X is reduced by the negative height of curve 2 at point Y to
produce a small negative height on the combined curve at Z.

Spring/Neap cycle: This is the most widely known phenomenon resulting from the
combination of two tidal bulges. Twice each month the Earth, Moon and Sun more or less line
up and we have what are known as the new and full phases of the Moon. At these times the
tide generating forces of the Moon and Sun are aligned. As a result, the major lunar and solar
tidal bulges combine together to create spring tide conditions when the difference between
the heights of high and low water is greater than average.
The Moon continues on its way around its orbit and a week later it is at a right angle to the
direction of the Sun and the tidal bulges have a cancelling effect on each other. At these
times (around first and last quarter Moon) the high water is not so high and the low water is
not so low - these are known as neap tides.
The tide, as it is observed, is the end result of the combination of many tidal bulges
(constituent tides) each of which is linked to a particular set of Earth-Moon-Sun
circumstances.

Fiction versus fact
The foregoing explanation describes what is known as the equilibrium tidal theory that is
based on a fictitious water-covered Earth where the tidal bulges remain pointed directly
towards and away from the Moon and Sun. This simplified theory ignores the effects that the
continents, varying water depth, rotation and inertia have on the propagation of the tidal
bulges.
Many of the tidal phenomena observed around the world are not explained by the equilibrium
theory. For example, the semidiurnal tide is not universal - some locations experience just
one tide a day (a diurnal tidal regime), others have a mixed regime where times of semidiurnal tides alternate with periods of diurnal tides. Examples of diurnal tides (Fremantle) and
mixed tides (San Diego) are shown below together with Auckland's semi-diurnal regime for
comparison.

Tide ranges many times greater than predicted by the equilibrium theory are not exceptional.
In some places the range can exceed 10 metres (for example Broome and Derby, Western
Australia and the Bay of Fundy, Canada) while elsewhere such as the Mediterranean, Baltic
and Caribbean Seas the tide is almost non-existent. The spring/neap cycle is a dominant
feature of the tides in some regions; in others this twice-monthly rhythm is either not so
apparent or reduced to a single cycle per month.
Despite these shortcomings, the equilibrium theory does provide some understanding of the
nature of the connection between the tides and the Moon and Sun and it forms the basis of
the concepts underlying the constituent tides.

The effect of the real world on the tidal bulges
The arrangement of the continents has created the world's three major water basins - the
Pacific, Atlantic and Indian Oceans. On the scale of these oceans, the passages of connecting

water are relatively small and so, broadly speaking, the movement of the tide is constrained
within individual ocean basins. The tidal bulge, as developed by the equilibrium theory, must
now be considered as a very long wave trapped within each basin.
Each body of water has a natural period of oscillation which will influence its response to the
tide raising forces. In general, the oscillation period for the Pacific Ocean is 25 hours and so
many of the tides in the Pacific are diurnal. In the Atlantic Ocean the natural oscillation period
is about 12½ hours so the tides in the Atlantic are predominantly semi-diurnal. There are, of
course, many places where the tidal regime is governed by the local configuration of the land
and water depth rather than large scale oceanic forces.
If you take a container of water and move it from side to side, the water level at each end
will rise and fall; while across the centre of the container the water level will not change. This
over-simplified model describes the nature of the tides in enclosed waters such as the Persian
Gulf, Red and Mediterranean Seas.
Now move the container about in a circular fashion. The water level will rise and fall around
the edge of the container and the location where the water level does not change is reduced
to a point in the centre of the container. This pattern of wave behaviour is similar to what
happens within the ocean basins as the Earth rotates. In the northern hemisphere the long
tide wave travels in an anti-clockwise direction, whilst the wave in the southern hemisphere
goes clockwise. The centre of these Coriolis rotations is known as an amphidrome; a point
where there is no tide.
The speed at which a wave travels is controlled by water depth. Those parts of the wave
passing over continental shelf regions and shallower coastal areas will slow down and this, in
turn, means that the wave front no longer remains straight. The slowing of the wave also
causes the wave height to increase. According to the equilibrium tide theory, the height of
the tide wave is less than half a metre; slowing the wave in shallow water produces observed
tide heights that are many times this value.

Analysis & Prediction of Tides
The actual tide observed at a particular location is the resultant of the combination of all of
the gravitationally induced constituent tides that are present there. From studies of celestial
motion we know that each tidal cycle follows a simple recurring (harmonic) pattern with a
fixed period. The parameters that vary from place to place are the amplitude and time lag
(phase) of each constituent.

Harmonic tidal analysis involves taking a series of sea level measurements made at regular
intervals, usually hourly, and resolving the amplitude and phase values for each constituent
tide that comprises the observed tide at that place.
The period covered by the sea level measurements has a bearing on the information that the
analysis can provide. Since the Moon has the greatest effect on the tides, data from at least
one month is required to account for the major lunar orbit-related effects. Longer sequences
of observations enable the analysis to distinguish between constituent tides with similar
periods as well as to determine very long period constituents and generally improve the
quality of the results.
The analysis of sea level data for a single month will produce parameters for about 36
constituent tides - the analysis of a years' data will typically yield amplitudes and phases for
68 constituent tides. However, the amplitudes of many of these constituents are usually small
(a few millimetres, or less) and as these values are affected by the amount of scatter (noise)
in the sea level measurements the reliability of such results is questionable. Meaningful
values can usually be obtained for the most significant 20 - 30 constituent tides for the
locality.
Wherever possible predictions are based on the analysis of sea level measurements taken
over a period of at least one year. This allows the average changes in mean sea level due to
seasonal variations in meteorological conditions to be calculated and included in the
predictions. These changes do not, however, repeat themselves exactly from year to year so
it is advisable to observe and analyse sea level measurements over a number of years.
Once the amplitude and phase values for a set of constituent tides have been calculated they
can then be used to create the tide curve for a specified time interval. This information can
then be used to find the times and heights of maxima (high water) and minima (low water).
Predictions can be made for future and past dates, however their accuracy decreases as the
time difference between the measurements used in the analysis and the prediction period
increases.
As predictions are given for average meteorological conditions, it follows that when conditions
are not average the actual tide times and/or heights may differ from those predicted. The
effects of varying meteorological conditions are discussed in the following section.

Meteorological Effects on Tides
Unusually high or low barometric pressure, or prolonged periods of strong winds can result in
variations between actual sea level and the predicted heights. Differences between predicted
and actual times of high and low water are caused mainly by the wind.

Barometric pressure: Tide predictions are computed for a standard barometric pressure of
1013 hectopascals (hPa) or millibars. A difference from the average of 1 hPa can cause a
difference in height of 1 centimetre. A low barometer will allow the sea level to rise and a
high barometer will tend to depress it. This phenomenon is often described as the inverted
barometer effect. The water level does not, however, adjust itself immediately to a change of
pressure; it responds to the average change over a considerable area. Changes in sea level
due to barometric pressure alone seldom exceed 30 centimetres but, as such circumstances
are usually associated with adverse weather conditions, the actual change in sea level is
often much greater.
Wind: The effect of the wind on sea level, and therefore on tidal heights and times, is
variable and depends largely on the topography of the area. In general it can be said that the
wind will raise the level of the sea in the direction towards which it is blowing. This effect is
often called wind setup. A strong wind blowing onshore will pile up the water and cause the
sea level to be higher than predicted, while winds blowing off the land will have the reverse
effect.
Storm surges: The combination of wind setup and the inverted barometer effect associated
with storms can create a pronounced increase in sea level. This is often called a storm surge.
A long surface wave travelling with the storm depression can further exaggerate this sea level
increase. A negative storm surge is the opposite effect, generally associated with high
pressure systems and offshore winds, and can create unusually shallow water. This effect is
of great importance to very large vessels which may be navigating with small under-keel
clearances.

Making Sea Level Measurements
Until quite recently the use of float gauges was the most common method of measuring and
recording sea levels. The float gauges were installed in stilling wells that dampened the wave
action and, through a system of wires and pulleys, the vertical movement of the float was
translated to a pen that traced out a line on a paper chart attached to a rotating drum.
Towards the end of the 20th century the pen and paper chart recording system became
superseded by digital encoders that allowed sea level readings to be stored electronically, or
transmitted by telephone or satellite.
Today there are a number of different types of technology to choose from to make sea level
measurements. Some systems are mounted above the water and determine the distance
down to the water surface by measuring the time taken for a pulse of sound or radar to travel
down to the water and be reflected back to the source. Other systems are placed under the
water and measure the water pressure which is converted to the height of the water column
above the sensor.
At a particular port the level of the water is expressed as a height above a local datum which
is also the datum used for the depths of the sea on nautical charts. This datum is defined

with reference to permanent benchmarks ashore and the zero of the tide gauge. The datum
adopted usually approximates Lowest Astronomical Tide (LAT) which is the lowest level the
tide can be predicted to occur under normal meteorological conditions.

About Tidal Streams
A tidal stream is the periodic movement of water in a horizontal direction that is due
ultimately to the same astronomical causes as the tide (whereas the tide is a movement in
the vertical direction).
The tidal stream associated with a rising tide is called the flood stream; that associated with a
falling tide is called the ebb stream. A tidal stream is often described by the direction to
which it runs. There is usually a period when the flow ceases, known as slack water, before
the stream changes direction. Interestingly, slack water does not necessarily occur at times
of high or low water.
Tidal streams can be analysed and predicted in much the same way as tides. It is generally
simpler however, to compare the stream with the tide at a nearby Standard Port and
determine the time difference between high or low water at the port and the beginning of the
ebb or flood stream in a particular area.

Definitions of Tidal Terms
Standard Ports
Standard Ports are those for which tidal predictions are provided in the form of daily tables
giving the times and heights of high and low waters. All times in these tables are in New
Zealand Standard Time. Predicted heights are in metres and are based on the Chart Datum of
the largest scale chart of the place.

Secondary Ports
Secondary Ports are those for which daily predictions are not provided. Data sufficient for
calculating times and heights at these ports and places are given after the Standard Port
predictions in this book. Secondary Ports are grouped under Standard Ports with a similar tidal
pattern.

Mean Sea Level (MSL)
The average level of the sea surface over a long period or the average level which would exist
in the absence of tides.

Mean High Water Springs (MHWS)
& Mean Low Water Springs (MLWS)

The average of the levels of each pair of successive high waters, and of each pair of
successive low waters, during that period of about 24 hours in each semi-lunation
(approximately every 14 days), when the range of the tide is greatest (Spring Range).

Mean High Water Neaps (MHWN)
& Mean Low Water Neaps (MLWN)
The average of the levels of each pair of successive high waters, and of each pair of
successive low waters, during that period of about 24 hours in each semi-lunation
(approximately every 14 days), when the range of the tide is least (Neap Range).

Chart Datum (CD)
A water level so low that the tide will but seldom fall below it. When meteorological conditions
are such that sea level is lowered, the tide will fall below the predicted low water heights, and
at a place where Chart Datum is at a comparatively high level, the actual depths at or near
low water may be considerably less than charted.

Highest & Lowest Astronomical Tide (HAT & LAT)
The highest and lowest tidal levels which can be predicted to occur under average
meteorological conditions over 18 years. Modern chart datums are set at the approximate
level of Lowest Astronomical Tide (LAT) and Tide Tables list the predicted height of tide above
Chart Datum. It should be noted that water level may fall below the level of LAT if abnormal
meteorological conditions are experienced.

Diagram illustrating tidal terms

CAUTIONS


In certain circumstances a tide at low water may fall below the
level of Chart Datum thus giving depths less than the charted
depth.



The times predicted for high and low water can be affected by
changes in the force and direction of the wind and by changes in
the barometric pressure. It will generally be found that the
heights are increased with onshore and decreased with off-shore
winds. Sea level rises as the barometer falls, and vice versa,
approximately 1 cm for each millibar difference from the average
pressure.

